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In the world of sports magazines, like Sports Illustrated and the Undefeated, it is time for a new magazine that
satisfies readers wants and needs.
This new magazine is the Unanswered Magazine,
where the goal is to answer any unaswered questions that
readers have about sports, especially sports at Clark Atlanta
University.
Hello, my name is Derrian Carter, a junior Mass
Media Arts student with a concentration in journalism at
Clark Atlanta University, and welcome to the first issue of
the Unanswered Magazine.
I am from New Orleans, and I am an advid lover
of sports. No matter what the sport is, the competition and
drive of the athletes and players entices me to watch.
The Unanswered Magazine is a seasonal magazine
that covers sports around CAU. Topics will include: perspective of fans, sports journalists covering events and the
legacy of a coach or player.
So, sit back, relax and take a trip to a world where
all your sports questions are answered.
Sincerely,
Derrian Carter
Editor-In-Chief
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Sports journalism is not what it once was. Today’s sports social media to build [their] presence.” These practices will allow
young journalists to have experience in the sports world while
journalists have to adapt or perish.
building up their brand. Also, he wants sports
Since the advancement of
journalists to know to “tell the truth, no matter
technology and media, journalism has to
good or bad.” He gave a real life example
adjust to the paradigm shift, especially
where he criticized former Atlanta Falcons
sports journalism. When news broke in
tight end Austin Hooper. He would critique
the sports world, fans would have to
his game hard due to Hooper dropping a lot of
tune into radio broadcasts or read the
passes. Although Hooper expressed his frustranewspaper the next day to find out what
tion, Ledbetter continued to critically analyze
happened. Today, sports journalists can
his game because that is his duty.
reveal breaking news with a tweet on
Likewise, Leo Willingham, a 25 year
Twitter or a television special announcsports
writer
and editor for the Atlanta Journal
ing and reporting the news.
Vanessa
Eusebio
(left)
and
Alexis
Fletcher
Constitution,
shared similar sentiments with
Darryl Ledbetter, the Atlanta
(right)
discussing
stragety.
Ledbetter.
“Keep
your options open and be
Falcons beat writer for the Atlanta
Photo
taken
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Derrian
Carter
digital-oriented,”
he said. He went on to talk
Journal-Constitution who is a three-time
about
the
importance
of internships and how
Associated Press Sports Editors (APSE)
sports
journalists
should
pursue them. He said
award winner, says “being versatile”
starting
small
then
building
up is better than
is the key for young sports journalists
immediately
working
at
a
big
name media like
to be competitive today. “Nowadays,
the
AJC
or
ESPN.
Further,
when
it comes to
you got to be able to write the story, go
writing
stories,
Willingham
encourages
sports
on TV and tell the story and go on the
journalists
to
separate
themselves.
“There
is
radio and talk about the story,” he said.
always
another
person
or
another
angle
to
take
Ledbetter, who has worked in both print
to
separate
yourself,”
he
said.
Separating
yourand broadcast media, conveys that being
self is valuable in a competitive environment,
multifaceted in sports journalism is the
but competition isn’t a bad thing. “Compecatalyst to being successful.
tition breeds success,” he says. Journalists
Moreover, in order to be comshould strive to be the best in their writing
petitive in sports journalism, practice
#3 Jamari Stewart practicing his timing and reporting against others in order to better
is necessary. He said sports journalists
and swing on-deck .
themselves.
should “get involved with the student
Photo taken by Derrian Carter
newspaper” and “start [their] own blog or

Irvin “Chumley” Noil Jr.:
Family Oriented Hard-working

Sports Lover

How Today’s Athlete Differ From
the Athlete of the 80s
By Derrian Carter

Irvin “Chumley” Noil Jr. is a 55-year-old cook for one of the United States Army Corps of Engineers ships.
However, before he put on the apron to make delicious meals, he put on pads, cleats and a helmet to play football for Oliver
Perry Walker High School in New Orleans.
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CAU BASKETBALL

CAU embarrassed Paine College
in a 77-52 blowout.
By Derrian Carter

The CAU Panthers halted their four-game losing streak
after a 77-52 blowout victory over the Paine College Lions to improve to 8-13 (8-5) at L.S. Epps Gymnasium..
After dropping their last four games by an average of 8.5,
CAU looked to get back on the right track at home against the
worst team in the conference.
In the first 12 minutes of the game, the Panthers struggled
against their division foe as they missed their first eight 3-pointers in the contest. Despite this, CAU was only down once the entire night, and the largest deficit CAU faced was five. Then, with
under 10 minutes left in the half, CAU’s Justin Longstreet made
two consecutive 3-pointers that gave the Panthers the lead and momentum for the rest of the contest. CAU ended the half on a 15-8
run capped off by a buzzer beater 3-pointer by Tyler Singleton.
Singleton finished the game with a team leading 14 points, three
rebounds, three assists and one block, while Longstreet finished
the game with nine points, all made 3-pointers, two assists and one
steal.
Similarly, in the second half, CAU imposed its will on

CAU overcame a huge deficit in the
2nd half to defeat the University of
Montevallo, 65-59.
By Derrian Carter

CAU’s Lady Panthers snapped their two-game losing streak after
a 65-59 comeback victory over the University of Montevallo
Falcons to improve their record to 6-12.
This was the second matchup of the season between these out of
conference teams. When these two teams first met, the Falcons
demolished the Lady Panthers in a 83-64 rout on Nov. 8, and the
Falcons sought to do it again to improve their winning streak to
three.
In the first half, Montevallo outplayed CAU, leading them at halftime 36-30. The Falcons played tough defense against the Lady
Panthers, forcing 10 turnovers in addition to having seven steals
and three blocks in the first half. Further, the Falcons made more
field goals (13-36) and shot a better field goal percentage (36.1%)
than the Lady Panthers in the first half, including two more made
3-pointers.
However, in the second half, CAU switched gears to play better
on both sides of the ball as CAU outscored their opponent 35-23
in the second half. This offensive surge was led by Naomi Holloway, who shot 4-7 from the field in the second half. Holloway’s
impressive second half included a go-ahead 3-pointer that gave
CAU the lead late in the fourth and a dagger fast break lay-up to
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Paine. The Panthers outscored the Lions by 17 in the second half.
This effort was sparked by two runs, a 9-2 run to start the second
half that consisted of three made 3-pointers by CAU and a 18-3 run
that was executed in a little under five minutes.
The key to victory for the Panthers was their ability to out
shoot the Lions from the three, their ability to out rebound the Lions on the offensive board and their ability to take care of the ball.
CAU outscored Paine 27-6 from three. CAU shot 9-29 (31%) from
three, which consisted of six different players hitting 3-pointers,
while Paine shot 2-10 (20%) from three.
Further, CAU won the rebound battle. Although both teams had
the same amount of defensive rebounds, CAU, on the offensive
boards, doubled (16) Paine’s offensive rebounding total (8).
This allowed second chance points to occur which played a role
in CAU’s rout. This effort was led by Maximo Guillermo and
Romaine Thomas as they both combined for eight offensive rebounds. Lastly, CAU did not turn the ball over as much as Paine.
CAU had 13 turnovers, while Paine turned it over 22 times, which
tied their second worse turnover game this season. This effort led
to more offensive possessions for CAU.
CAU will look to carry this momentum when they challenge Paine College (2-15, 2-10) again on Feb. 8 in Augusta, Ga.
The Panthers will return home to play Benedict College on Feb. 10
in L.S. Epps Gymnasium. It will be the first of their last three home
games of the season.

ice the game. Holloway finished with 16 points, five rebounds,
three assists and one steal.
In addition, CAU played excellent defense in the second half to
hold Montevallo. The Falcons averaged 18 points a quarter in the
first half, but in the second half, the Falcons only scored 10 points
in the third quarter and 13 points in the fourth quarter. Moreover,
CAU held Montevallo’s leading scorer, Shyan Flack, to only 10
points who averaged 15.9 points per game entering the contest.
This defensive effort was led by Lakisha Hill and Autumn Morings. Hill had three steals and one block in the second half, while
Morings had one block. Hill finished the game with 13 points,
nine rebounds, four assists, one block and four steals. Similarly,
Morings finished with 10 points, nine rebounds including four
offensive boards, two blocks and one steal.
As a team, CAU finished with a better field goal percentage than
Montevallo with 35.9% (23-64). Despite Montevallo shooting a
better 3-point field goal percentage (4-14, 28.6%) and free throw
percentage (13-17, 76.5%), CAU made the same amount of
3-pointers and made more free throws than Montevallo. Additionally, Montevallo had eight more steals and five less turnovers
than CAU, but CAU outrebounded Montevallo by 12 and had
nine more assists.
CAU aims to get back on track in SIAC play as they go on the
road to face Albany State University and Benedict College. The
Lady Panthers will return home to play Paine College on Feb. 3
in L.S. Epps Gymnasium.

Photos of the Games are on Page 6
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CAU upset at home after a walk-off buzzer
beater to Albany State in a 63-62 thriller.
By Derrian Carter

In a divisional classic, the CAU Panthers (11-14, 11-6)
lost in heartbreak fashion as the Albany State University Rams
(14-11, 11-5) won 63-62 on a buzzer beater alley-oop on CAU’s
senior night at L.S. Epps Gymnasium on Feb. 17.
Last time these two teams played, the Rams defeated the
Panthers in a 74-71 nail biter in Albany, Georgia. Coming into the
matchup, the Panthers were red hot looking to extend their win
streak to five, while the Golden Rams aimed to snap their twogame losing streak. This game had significant SIAC Tournament
implications as the winner of this game would lead the SIAC East.
The first half included heavyweight exchanges from two
of the best teams in the SIAC. Both teams went on runs to extend
their lead or to comeback in the matchup. Despite the back and
forth, the first half for CAU featured poor offense. At the end of the
first half, the team had 11 turnovers and were shooting 7-25 (28%)
from the field, while Albany State had four turnovers and shot 1328 (46.4%) from the field. Further, CAU’s Romaine Thomas, who
leads CAU in scoring and rebounding, had scored zero points and
only grabbed one board. However, the Panthers were able to overcome those challenges by out rebounding the Rams 24-11 as a
team and by making four more 3-pointers than the Rams.
To start the second half, the Rams came out swinging and
looking for the knockout. They started the half on a 7-0 run and

CAU blown off the court against
Benedict College in a 81-52 rout.
By Derrian Carter
The Lady Panthers dropped to 7-16 (5-9) as they suffered their
worst conference loss of the season as the Benedict College Tigers blowouts CAU, 81-52, at L.S. Epps Gymnasium.
This was the second matchup of the season between these conference foes. When these two teams first met, the Tigers trounced
the Lady Panthers in a 83-64 victory on Feb. 1. The Lady
Panthers attempted to redeem themselves against the conference-leading Tigers but ultimately failed.
In the first quarter, CAU struggled to make 3-pointers (1-6),
convert free throws (4-8) and crash the boards, and that would remain true throughout the night. In addition, the Lady Panthers as
a team played poorly. They committed over 20 turnovers which
exceeds their season average of 18.4, assisted the ball five times
which ties their lowest amount of assists this season and finished the game with 10 offensive rebounds which is their lowest
amount this season.
Seven players turned the ball over in the contest including CAU’s
active leading scorer Reyana Miller, who committed 11 turnovers
which is a season high for her. Additionally, only three players
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near the halfway mark of the half, extended the lead to 14. CAU’s
poor shooting from the field continued, while Albany State was
efficient from the field. But, the Panthers found new life sparked
by a 12-2 run led by CAU’s Shannon Smith and Javonte Sterling
that cut the lead to four. Smith finished the contest with 15 points,
shooting 5-9 (55.6%) from the field, and three assists, while Sterling had eight points and four rebounds. The game went down
to the wire with constant lead changes and back and forth buckets. The Panthers took their first lead of the night after a Thomas
3-pointer with under four minutes left in the game, but the Rams
scored again to make the game tied at 59-59 with 1:23 left. After
struggling in the first half, Thomas finished the game strong with
11 points, six rebounds and two steals.
In the final moments of the game, CAU’s Tyler Singleton
was fouled and went to the free throw line with the game tied 6161. He missed both free throws, but he had a chance at redemption
as a lane violation was called on the Rams. He knocked down the
extra free throw to give the Panthers the one point lead. Singleton
finished the night leading CAU in scoring with 18 points along
with three assists and four steals. Despite the Panthers’ effort, Albany State’s Kamil Brown inbounded an alley-oop to Randy McClure with 1.1 seconds on the clock to win the game and to take
command of the SIAC East. Fans of Albany State ran on the court
to congratulate their team, while CAU fans and players were in
complete heartbreak and utter disbelief. CAU had many opportunities late in the game to put the game away, but ultimately it didn’t
happen.
had assists. Due to CAU’s poor shooting night, 14-44 (31.8%)
and 1-13 (7.7%) from three, none of the players assist totals
were sufficient. Lastly, CAU’s inability to rebound the ball led to
their demise. CAU had only two players who had more than two
rebounds: Autum Morings with six rebounds and Reyana Miller
with five rebounds. CAU needed their bigs like 6’1” Lakashia
Hill to help on the glass to handle the bigs of Benedict College,
but it never happened. As a result of being careless with the basketball and having a poor shooting and rebounding night, CAU
were blown off their home court.
In contrast, Benedict finished the game with 11 more 3-pointers
made (11-28, 39.3%), a better free throw percentage (14-19,
73.7%) and more rebounds than CAU (49). As a result, CAU
never tied the game or had the lead once in the contest. Further,
Benedict’s leading scorer and rebounder Ay’Anna Bey, their second leading scorer Wykira Johnson-Kelly and freshman Amaya
Ashby led the Tigers to victory.
Each scored in double figures, and each contributed to the team
in their own way. Bey crashed the boards, finishing with 10
rebounds, while Johnson-Kelly dished the ball to her teammates,
finishing with six assists. Lastly, Ashby had the best scoring night
of her collegiate career, finishing the game with 17 points.
CAU will seek redemption when they play their final home game
of the regular season against the worst team in the conference,
Albany State University (4-17, 2-11), on Feb. 17 in L.S. Epps
Gymnasium.

Photos of the Games are on Page 6
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How Today’s Athlete
Differ From
the Athlete of the 80s
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CAU Men’s Basketball team
huddling after snapping
their four-game losing skid.
Photo taken by Derrian Carter

Coach Tony Bailey galvinizing
his team.
Photo taken by Derrian
Carter

#20 Shannon Smith in disbelief
after losing by a buzzer beater.
Photo taken by Derrian
Carter

Rain, Rain Go Away

#20 Lakashia Hill laying
up the ball against Benedict
College.
Photo taken by Derrian

By Derrian Carter

Rain, rain go away. Home is where the heart is, but for
the CAU Lady Panthers softball team, their home has been desolate since the start of the season.
CAU’s softball team has not played any home games
at Lady Panthers Softball Field due to persistent rain. They have
had a total of four games postponed this season, including three
at home. The teams that CAU have not played at home due to
weather this season are: Georgia Southwestern State University,
Point University and Allen University. Games being postponed
has caused a “damper on things.” Despite this, they are 4-6, and
they have remained hungry, competitive and motivated to fight
on.
Head coach of the CAU softball team, Lawanda Pearson, stated the impact that the rain has on CAU softball. “Our
home field is so delicate that if it rains for a day, we normally
have to wait two days for it to dry out. This season, it has rained
for multiple days including on game day. As coaches, we find
ourselves staring at the weather forecast trying to figure out what
will be a good day to reschedule,” she said. With coaches having
to constantly reschedule their games and monitor the weather
as if they were “meteorologists,” it takes away from the team’s
preparation and focus that Coach Pearson desires.
Junior second baseman Kehaulani Low describes the
feeling of being ready to play and hearing the game has been
cancelled or postponed as “tiring, exhausting and saddening.”
“We get so excited to deliver a fun experience for Clark Atlanta
University, and then the opportunity to perform for our peers and

“As coaches, we find ourselves
staring at the weather forecast
trying to figure out what will
be a good day to reschedule
[games].”

families gets taken away from us,” she said. Similarly, senior
outfielder and first baseman Cailla Williams details the cancellation of games as “annoying, especially when you have your mind
set to beat the opponent.” With players growing impatient with
the consistent cancellations, it takes away from their attention on
their craft.
However, Coach Pearson credits the way their schedule
is built to her team’s focus and motivation despite the consistent
cancellation of games. “We schedule a lot of games in preparation for rainouts. At the end of the day, we would love to play
every game as scheduled, but we’re an outside sport so it’s not a
surprise,” she said. Their schedule has many breaks in between
games for postponements and cancellations. Although she has her
team ready to play regardless of the circumstances, this is something Pearson has not seen in her 17 years of coaching. “I will say
this is the first time in my 17 years of coaching that we have gone
a whole month of February without playing a home game.”
In addition, Coach Pearson and her coaching staff
prepare their team as they usually do despite the weather. “We
deal with it as normal. We just plan for the reschedule and pray
for great weather. In the meantime, we just keep practicing on the
turf, until the time comes for us to play again,” she stated. This
mentality has led the Lady Panthers to win games including at
the HBCU Tournament in Sumter, S.C. on Feb. 21-23. The Lady
Panthers defeated Bowie State University, 14-5, Virginia Union
University, 3-2, and Lincoln University of Pennsylvania. This is
a glimpse of what to see when CAU make their debut at Lady
Panthers Softball Field.
Low has remained motivated and focused through determination. “The majority of the game of softball is mental, so in
order to stay focused and motivated we have to find that determination within ourselves and within each other,” she said. In
addition, she credits her coaches as a reason she stays motivated
despite not playing at home. “The coaches have kept us prepared
by having multiple pep talks to keep our spirits high, and we have
just been consistently practicing and conditioning to stay game

Continued on Page 8
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From 1979-1982, Noil Jr., who
was 6’2” and weighed 180 pounds, played
defensive end and center, but doesn’t remember what number he wore. He played
football because he loved the game. In
today’s times, he feels that young black
athletes’ mindset differs from past young
black athletes’ mindset. Noil Jr. said,
“Back then, nobody thought about the pros
until their second or third year in college,
while others focused on getting out of
school and getting a job. But today, kids
are thinking about the pros in eighth and
ninth grade.” He feels that players around
his age played sports because they enjoyed
it and were competitive. They were not
focused on going pro like today’s kids,
rather just playing the sport they love.
That’s why young athletes still see older
athletes playing pickup basketball and flag
football in the community.
When Noil Jr. played, it was
easier for him to focus on football and
not worry about the outside pressure that
today’s kids experience. “Kids have to
avoid or overcome drugs, gangs and jail
and deal with the possibility of injury, I
didn’t have to worry about that,” he said.
Also, he feels that competition is less now
due to athletes being addicted to drugs and
going to jail. “You don’t realize how many
potential great athletes aren’t athletes due
to circumstances,” he said.
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Going to O. Perry Walker High
School, a predominantly white school in
a black neighborhood, Noil Jr. did not experience many challenges off the gridiron.
“My only worry was how I was going to
get to practice because I had no car,” he
said. However, on the field, he had issues
with how the team was ran and how he
was used. According to Noil Jr., O. Perry
Walker High School was the “best school
in the district” that won the district every
year, but they never won a playoff game.
This was due to his team being a run
heavy team that barely threw the ball.
“When we faced teams in the
playoffs and got down early, we couldn’t
get back in the game because we couldn’t
throw the football.” Also, he felt he was
underutilized when he played. “I was a
gifted receiver and wanted to play tight
end, but we ran Wing-T [offense] every
play.” He went on to say that O. Perry
Walker never used their playmakers,
unlike teams playing today. “Coaches
didn’t adjust to players’ strengths. They
would rather run their same scheme, rather
than adjusting to the players’ abilities on
the team,” he said. On the other hand,
coaches adjust to their players’ strengths in
today’s era. He used the example of Lamar
Jackson, 2019 NFL MVP, to explain how
coaches adjust to players’ strength. “He
doesn’t fit the generic quarterback that
a typical team is looking for. But, the
Ravens played to Jackson’s strengths. “If
I played in today’s era, it would’ve been a
whole different ball game,” he said.
Further, Noil Jr. stated, “There
were no black quarterbacks in football,

Naomi Holloway
Her Journey Back to CAU

By Derrian Carter
Ten years ago, a young girl
watched the conclusion of the 2010 NBA
Finals in her living room that featured
the Boston Celtics and the Los Angeles
Lakers.
The Lakers’ Kobe Bryant had
won his fifth NBA championship, and in
that moment, it inspired the young girl to
pursue basketball, wear number 24 all the
way until she got to college and to work as
hard as she can to be the best. That young
girl was Naomi Holloway.
Holloway is a junior, business
administration major with a concentration

in management. She is a hard-working,
passionate and diligent student athlete,
who exudes these qualities on and off the

Continued on Page 8

#23 Holloway defending an inbound pass.
Photo taken by Derrian Carter

“Back then, [1980s athletes] thought about the
pros [in] their second or
third year in college... [today’s] kids are thinking
about the pros in eighth
and ninth grade.”
unless it was at an all black school.” At
O. Perry Walker, black athletes played
skill positions like wide receiver, running
back and cornerback, while white players
played center, linebacker and quarterback.
“There were black kids growing up that
had great arms but couldn’t play quarterback due to the quarterback position
being white. And [black players] weren’t
offended by it because it was ingrained in
our mentality.”
In contrast, Noil Jr. said, “The
passing game came to black schools when
white families started leaving public
schools. Black players were able to start
playing quarterback and other positions
that were dominated by white players.”
Noil Jr. believes that “white flight” led to
the evolution of black quarterbacks that
we see today. It allowed quarterbacks like
Herb Tyler, who graduated from O. Perry
Walker High School, to play football at
LSU, a predominantly white institution.
Moreover, he believes that mobile quarterbacks with accuracy will be the new
norm in the NFL in the next 10 years and
half the NFL will have black quarterbacks,
while the other half will be white quarterbacks in the next 10 years. “Right now,
the best athletes are going to play. Back
then, there weren’t any tryouts to play for
a position.”
One of Noil Jr.’s favorite moments when he was playing football was
playing against John Ehret High School,
who won a state championship in 1981
and West Jefferson High School. “[John
Ehret] had big, old country boys on their
team [that featured] a couple of guys that
went to LSU. West Jeff had pro-style players,” he said. He enjoyed playing against
collegiate and pro level competition to see
where he and his team compared against
some of the best.
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“I wanted another experience, different than what I
had [at CAU]”
hardwood. Her basketball head coach,
Tony Bailey, describes her as a “tenacious
competitor” who is willing to go above
and beyond.
In Holloway’s freshman year, she
achieved immense success on the court.
She was named the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (SIAC) Freshman of the Year, the SIAC Newcomer
of the Year and she made second team
All-Conference. She averaged 16 points,
4.1 rebounds and 2.2 assists per game, and
she led the Lady Panthers to win the 2017
SIAC Women’s Tournament. Despite her
success, she transferred to Columbus State
University her sophomore year to play
basketball. “I wanted another experience,
different than what I had [at CAU],” she
said. During her time away from CAU,
she averaged 5.6 points, 2.7 rebounds
and 1 assist per game, a drastic drop from
where she was her freshman year.
“I definitely realized that being at
an HBCU and being under Coach Bailey
was more of the experience I wanted… the
HBCU experience is one of a kind.” After
one year at Columbus State University,
Holloway returned to CAU. Coach Bailey
says, “She was honest with me and said it

Continued from Page 6

ready at all times.” Likewise, Williams
says she and her teammates use the time
when the games have been canceled to
“improve [their] game and [to] keep that
hunger alive and ready to play for the next
game that’s coming up.” With Coach Pearson and her staff’s constant reassurance
and motivation to the team, this is a major
contribution as to why the Lady Panthers
stay driven to play despite not playing at
home.
The Lady Panthers will play
their first home game this season against
Point University on March 9. “We will be
ready,” Coach Pearson said. “It’s unfortunate it will be Spring Break, but we are
already planning to invite out as many
faculty, staff and students left on campus
to support us.” Players on the team are
relishing the moment when they finally
step on their home field. “When March
9 comes, our energy will be so high due
to the overall excitement of being able
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was a struggle for her, but she was eager
to get back.” Now a junior, Holloway has
taken on a more mature role on the Lady
Panthers. “I have grown mentally on the
court, mentally when it comes to X’s and
O’s and mentally with being a strong leader,” she says. Another factor that led to her
becoming more mentally tough is a knee
injury that she suffered.
“She had a knee injury, but
nobody worked harder than Naomi to
get herself back,” Coach Bailey says.
The knee injury made Holloway miss 10
games this year. She has dealt with injuries
since her junior year of high school, but
she has never missed an extended period
of time. During her time off the court,
she learned how she could contribute to
the team through leadership and giving
younger players advice. Since returning
from injury, she has averaged 13.8 points,
2.8 assists and 4.3 rebounds per game.
“Being an athlete on campus has
helped me be an inspiration [to others].”

Holloway, along with her teammates, who
have a GPA of 3.0 and higher.
Photo taken by Derrian Carter
to invite people on campus and around
campus to come see what Clark Atlanta
Softball is all about,” Low said. “Playing
home games just feels better because it
showcases our talents to our own home
campus, friends and family. We get to give
our own friends and family the experience of our energy and the intensity of the
game. Our families, friends and fans give
us that extra fire to keep our aggressive
and high-spirited energy at a 100 percent
capacity.” Williams said, “It’s going to
be exciting, especially because we have
rescheduled this game twice. Since the
majority of both teams are from Georgia,
it’d be great for each family since they
won’t have to travel as far.” She described
the impact that home field gives the team
as “pretty big” because of the feeling that
fans and families bring. “Fans can easily
come watch and support at the home field
instead of the difficulties of having to travel. The proud faces of family and friends
seeing their loved one compete is truly a

Off the court, Holloway has committed
a portion of her time to give back to the
Atlanta community. Holloway and her
teammates volunteered at Open Hand
Atlanta, detailing it as a “fun and impactful experience.” Further, she is involved in
clubs, such as: National Society of Leadership and Success (NSLC) and Fellowship
of Christian Athletes (FCA). She credits
her love of giving back to sports and her
leadership personality.
When Holloway isn’t shooting
hoops or giving back to the community,
she is giving out meal and workout plans
to peers who requests them. It started
with her peers on social media seeing her
fitness. “It gradually grew from there…
people started asking me for tips, so I researched different workouts and foods for
people,” she says. When her peers ask for
tips, she doesn’t just give regular advice.
She asks what are their specific goals for
their health. Afterwards, she researches
foods and workouts to give them.
CAU has shaped Holloway by
revealing to her that she is more than an
athlete. She credits the “intelligent, diverse
and multicultural students that look just
like [her]” for her growth at CAU. When
her time playing basketball at CAU is up,
and she graduates, she wants to be remembered as the type of player that coaches
talk about for years to come. She wants
to be described as a player that “never
gave up, came to work everyday and even
through adversity, fought.”
blessing,” she said.
The players on the team describe
this team as a team filled with “very strong
women,” who are “hungry for more” due
to the lack of games played. Williams said,
“I say these words because that’s exactly
what our team is. From the freshmen up to
the seniors. Defensively, offensively and
spiritually, we are strong.” The ultimate
goal for this year’s CAU softball team
according to Coach Pearson is to “win as
many of our games as possible, play with
unity and fight until the end” and to “ultimately win an SIAC conference title.”

CAU’s softball players,who have a GPA of
3.0 and higher.
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